


PASH was created through a desire to help every woman feel 

fabulous, sexy and confident, both in and out of the bedroom. We 

encourage you to embrace that gorgeous sensuality that is inside you 

and to be inspired to live a life more pleasurable.

We invite you to discover the unique PASH party experience where 

you get to focus on a very important person in your life – you! There 

you’ll delight in having your senses stimulated, have loads of fun and 

come away feeling inspired!

PASH also provides a fabulous, flexible opportunity to make money 

as a Consultant – with PASH you get paid to party! We would love 

for you to join Team PASH and become part of our PASHionate team 

of Consultants.

At PASH we believe every woman has the right to live a divinely 

PASHionate life… so welcome to our sensual world. Have fun and 

enjoy!

Jo Karabin

PaSH Founder

DISCOVER THE PASH PARTY EXPERIENCE... 
IT’S THE ULTIMATE GIRLS’ NIGHT IN!
Time for a get together with the girls? is someone getting married? or 
perhaps someone just became single again? a PaSH Party will ensure you 
have an unforgettable time no matter what the occasion (actually, no  
excuse is needed).

a PaSH Party is a unique experience where you’ll have loads of fun, be 
inspired, informed, and have the chance to receive fabulous rewards.

discover divine lingerie, sensational pamper products, fun novelties and 
the most desirable of boudoir accessories – all designed to make you look 
as good on the outside as you will feel on the inside. You’ll also learn how 
to add some excitement and fun in that too often forgotten room of your 
home… the bedroom!

BOOK YOUR PASH PARTY TODAY!
    Contact your Pash Consultant or Pash Head office.

    We’ll create a memorable, fun girls’ night in for you.

    ask about our $50 Hostess Booking VoucHers.

    Check out the current Free Hostess giFts on offer.

book your party on 1300 00 PaSH(7274) or email  
info@pashparties.com.au    www.pashparties.com.au

Come party with us!
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now is the perfect time to start your PaSH business!

  it’s easy to get started

  Very low start-up cost

  no experience necessary

  unlimited earning ($$$$$) potential

  Fabulous incentives & rewards

  Flexible hours – you work when you want

  Meet loads of new, fun people

  all the ongoing support, training & guidance you  
    need is provided

For a PaSH Consultant information Pack, simply  
ask your PaSH Consultant or contact PaSH Head 
office. 

Join today and get ready to live the life you  
deserve tomorrow! 

1300 00 PASH(7274) • info@pashparties.com.au  •  pashparties.com.au

Get Paid to Party!
Your PaSH ConSuLTanT oPPorTuniTY. 
imagine loving what you do for a living… 

How does getting paid to party and having fun sound? 
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Delicious  
indulgence
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The Booty Parlor range is like the beauty parlor for your love life! These products will 
make you feel sexy, confident and seductive all day, and night… Give yourself a sexy 
lifestyle makeover and increase your sex appeal. Booty Parlor has a huge following 
from some of Hollywood’s most famous female celebrities who are incredibly passionate 
about the brand and what it does for them!
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Kissaholic Aphrodisiac  
Plumping Lip Gloss
Kissaholic is a revolutionary aphrodisiac plumping 
lip gloss. High-shine, non-tacky lip gloss softens 
and plumps lips for a sexy, kissable pout.

Tremble (Sparkling Pink)    $24.95   R0017

Booty Parlor

Flirty Little Secret Pink  
Caviar Scrub
Flirty Little Secret Pink Caviar Scrub is a rich soufflé 
of skin polishing caviar beads and sugar, infused 
with a sexy secret weapon – a powerful pheromone 
designed to make you irresistible to the opposite sex!

Swirl the decadent whip over your skin and enjoy 
the soft, buttery feel as it buffs and moisturises your 
body. 

Massage onto damp skin, rinse… and get ready for 
sumptuously soft skin. Scrub, seduce, repeat!

$34.95   R0020

Flirty Little Secret Luminizing 
Body Butter
Luxurious, creamy body butter with exotic 
ingredients, age-defying antioxidants and pure 
pearl pigment to give the body a subtle, sexy 
luminescent glow. deliciously divine booty 
Parlor fragrance.

$39.95   R0009

Dust Up Kissable Body Shimmer
Taste as good as you look with this edible, shimmering, 
soft as cashmere body dust. dust up all over your 
gorgeous curves and you’ll be irresistible all night

 $34.95   H3608

Naughty Bubbles  
Bubble Bath 
a deeply sexy, tuberose-scented 
liquid sin bubble bath. Soothing 
scent and pearlescent shimmer 
beads leaves the body with a sexy 
glow on your skin. 250 ml.

$34.95   R0001
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Sensual Massage

Skin Honey
a kissable three-in-one body topping, massage 
gel and personal lubricant. infused with 
moisturising honey extract and antioxidant-rich 
goji berry plus stimulating ginseng to energise 
your mind and stimulate sensual desire. it is 
silky smooth, non-sticky and safe for intimacy.

Chocolate Honey   H0014CH
Strawberry Kiss     H0014SK   $34.95

Strawberry Warming  
Massage Oil
Strawbelicious massage oil that heats up when you massage 
it into the skin. This will relax your body while tantalising your 
senses and it’s kissable! Guaranteed to be a massage you will 
never forget. Highly recommended. 125 ml.

$25.95   T2010

Hot Massager 
amazing re-usable portable heat massage 
pack. This heat pack will heat up that romantic 
massage or keep you warm through those colder 
nights. Try it with oil or lotion for a fabulous 
heated massage. use it again and again for the 
ultimate massage that never stops giving!

$21.95   T3000

The benefits of massage are widely known. Massage prompts the release of endorphins, the 
brain chemicals that provide a feeling of wellbeing, which is why people experience a feeling of 
deep relaxation and calm when being massaged.

So indulge your senses with a sublime massage... create the perfect atmosphere with candles, 
soft music and let your fingers do the talking…

Don’t Stop Massage Oil 
Let the light and sensual scent (plums, 
raspberries, jasmine, sandalwood, cedar) 
wash over you as you’re massaged into a 
complete state of relaxation. it also doubles 
as a sensually scented bath oil. 250 ml.

$34.95    T0004

Don’t Stop Massage Candle
a luxurious scented massage candle with a 
unique aphrodisiac fragrance, that melts to body 
temperature. drizzle the melted oil onto the skin and 
massage. The oil melts into your skin, leaving it silky, 
soft, smooth and smelling exotic.

exotic Sandalwood Vanilla       
$57.95    T0009V

Chocolate Body Indulgence
a deliciously divine way to indulge your taste senses with this 
luxurious chocolate body paint. Get creative and frisky and use 
the brush to create art you can eat!

$24.95    H2011



Silky Sheets
body boudoir ‘Love in Luxury’ indulgent, powder 
soft, silky sheets pheromone mist. refresh and 
sensualise your bedding for the ultimate in 
sexy indulgence. Silky Sheets has an ‘insta-dry’ 
technology to provide a luxurious silky-softness to 
your sheets. it absorbs moisture body beads created 
during intimate moments to leave your sheets dry, 
soft and silky. includes pheromones to enhance the 
sexual experience. delicious scent of sweet nectarine 
and sun-ripened berries, aroused by flirty florals of 
sweet pea & freesia. Lingering notes of nude musk 
blossom to embellish sexual desires. 118 ml.

Forbidden Fruit   $25.95    R3102

Coochy Shave Crème
Quite simply the best body shave crème ever for sexy skin... for use 
everywhere! Made with jojoba seed oil, pro-vitamin b5 and Keratin to 
lubricate and moisturise the skin, it also helps prevent shave bumps 
and ingrown hairs. Can be used on any part of the body, including 
intimate areas, and softens even the coarsest body hair.  
oh So original has an alluring scent of light florals with a hint of baby 
powder freshness. 236ml.

oh So original   $29.95    R3103 

Body Dew
after bath (or anytime), spray your body dew all over to moisturise 
and nourish your skin. Hydrates, moisturises and leaves you smelling 
divine. Florals of gardenia and tuberose combine to produce erotic 
notes and bold sensuality with this ultimate in skin indulgence. Locks in 
precious hydration essential to soft skin, leaving your body radiant and 
irresistible to touch. You can also use it in the bath to create a sensual 
oil bath. 236 ml.

oh So original   $29.95    R3101
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Pampering Indulgence
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Seductive  lingerie

black stretch mesh babydoll with diamante trim. Padded 
underwired bust support and adjustable straps.

$79.95
(S) CbL9122  (M) CbL9124  (L) CbL9126  (XL) CbL9127  
(2XL) CbL9128  (3XL) CbL9129

Charlie Babydoll
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Sophisticated long bustier with black and gold net lace 
embroidered detail. Figure shaping moulded underwired cup  
and removable suspenders. Comes with matching underwear. 

$99.95 
(S) C24022  (M) C24024  (L) C24026  (XL) C24027
(2XL) C24028  (3XL) C24029  (4XL) C240210

Danielle Corset

Sheer thigh high stay up 
stockings.

$14.95 
(o/S) black C5015

Peach coloured stretch net  
lace babydoll with black lace  

trim and underwire bust. 
Comes with matching Gee.

$77.50
C24692(S), C24694(M), 

 C24696(L), C24697(XL), 
C24698(XXL)

Burlesque
Mesh corset with padded cups, boning 
and back hook & eye closure. removable 
garters and satin bow detail.

$99.95
(S) C9452  (M) C9454 (L) C9456   
(XL) C9457   (2XL) C9458  (3XL) C9459 
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Arabella

Lycra/mesh chemise with padded 
underwire cups, gathered lace hem detail, 
3 removable bows, adjustable straps & 
removable garters. 

$99.95  
(S) C6262  (M) C6264  (L) C6266   
(XL) C6267 

Violet

a-line mesh chemise with eyelash 
adjustable straps, centre front bow and 
contrasting hem.

$89.95 
(o/S) C8221  (o/S XL) C8227
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Metallic stretch lace babydoll with contrasting ribbon 
through lace trim, centre front bow with rhinestone, 
marrow hem and tie straps. includes matching Gee 
with contrasting bow.

 $79.95 
(o/S) C8231  (o/S XL) C8237 

Charlotte

Lycra soft cup chemise with 
scalloped lace cup detail and 

underbust panels. Chemise features 
centre front bow with rhinestones.

 $89.95 
(o/S) C1691   (o/S XL) C1697 

Juliette
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Sexy two-piece leopard mesh babydoll with contrasting scalloped lace trim on cups and hem, 
front lycra band, centre front bow and adjustable straps. includes matching Gee with lace trim.

$79.95 
(o/S) C5301   (o/S XL) C5307 

Jane Lena

Super soft microfibre camisole 
top and shorts with contrasting 
lace trim and satin ribbon detail.

$45.95 
Hot pink & black     
(S) C9292HP  (M) C9294HP  
(L) C9296HP  (XL) C9297HP   
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Slinky baby doll made from soft microfibre stretch material. 
black with slimming white pinstripes and lace trim hem and 
bust effect.

 $69.95 
(S) C6202   (M) C6204   (L) C6206   (XL) C6207    
(2XL) C6208   (3XL) C6209   (4XL) C62010

Pamela

Tanga Shorts
Super soft and stretchy ruffle shorts with satin bow detail on the back.

$29.95
White  
(o/S) C114W1   (o/S XL)  C114W2

black  
(o/S) C114b1   (o/S XL)  C114b2
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Lili Knickers
Gorgeous black lace knickers with ribbon lace 
up back.

$14.95
(S/M) C26752   (M/L) C26756



Stay Up Lace Top
$15.95  
Sheer black (o/S) C5015

White Stockings with  
White Bow
$15.95 

White (o/S) CST028

Pinstripe Stay Ups with 
White Bow
$15.95 

black (o/S) CST044

Black Fishnet 
Pantyhose with Seam
$15.95 

black (o/S) CST034

Flirtatious
inspiration

Stockings
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Pash Lingerie Bag 
it’s the tangle-free way to wash your 
lingerie and delicates. This pretty little 
wash bag will protect your delicates in the 
laundry. Simply pop your lingerie in the 
bag, close the zip and wash as normal.

$8.95   C0010

Dare Cards
a fun, daring game for the ultimate girls’ night 
out! Contains: 24 dare cards. everyone must 
complete the dare they are given. Guaranteed to 
deliver a night of fun and frolics! 

$14.95   G3031

Tickle Me Set
Fur handcuffs, eye mask and 
feather set.

$19.95   G3054

Fluffy Love Cuffs
Fun, fluffy love cuffs.

$14.95
Pink G3053  Black G2040

Spinner Game 
The perfect accessory for every hens 
party – spin the wheel and complete 
the task!

$7.95   G3052

Whip Me Set 
Handcuffs, leatherette whip and eye 
mask set.

$24.95   G3055 Ring for Sex Bell
Forget modern technology, this 
will ensure immediate action!

$14.95   G3051
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Feather Spanker
Sometimes you’re naughty and  
sometimes you’re nice. nothing like a  
good spank… tickle with the ‘nice’ end  
and then spank with the ‘naughty’ end.

$29.95    F4046

Flirtatious Inspiration



F l i r t a t i o u s  i n s p i r a t i o n

Sex Secrets of Escorts
From the mouth of a leading escort 
who knows all the secrets and is 
willing to share them. Veronica 
reveals the sexiest secrets that all 
men find irresistible, plus everything 
else you always wanted to know 
from the experts. Veronica shows 
you how. 

by Veronica Monet.

$39.95   V2060

Sex 365: A Position for 
Every Day
a sexy position for every day of the 
year for anyone wanting to spice 
up their sex lives. From the ‘bridge 
of Sighs’ to ‘Set To Simmer’, 365 
great positions promises a whole 
year of seriously great sex. Whether 
you want to sit, stand or just plain 
lie down, the “best for...”, “Hits the 
spot for...” and “Hot tips” sections 
help you choose your position of 
the day. Fun, flirty and very sexy, 
this guide to the hottest positions in 
and out of bed is made to measure 
for year-round pleasure. use it 
everyday, or just dip in and out 
when the mood takes you!

$35.95   V3010

Create an unforgettably fabulous event for the bride-to-be with these fun hens party 
ideas. Looking for someone to help you create an amazing event? Book your own PASH 
BRIDAL EXPERIENCE and we’ll do it all for you! Contact us for more details:  
info@pashparties.com.au / 1300 00 PASH(7274)

Hens Party Tiara
‘Hens Party’ tiara crown with white 
fur trim. 

$12.95  G4007

Bridal Veil
Hair comb with veil.

$9.95  G4008

Bride to Be Sash
Pink sash with ‘bride to be’.

$9.95  G4003

Hens Party Sash
Pink sash with ‘Hens Party’.

$9.95  G4004
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For your Hen’s Night... Literary Inspiration



Super Sex for Life
Super Sex for Life sees the return of 
renowned sexpert Tracey Cox, who 
this time focuses her proven skills 
on keeping the lust alive in long-
term relationships. Tracey offers an 
abundance of sexy solutions, mixed 
with a good deal of humour, that 
offer a fresh take on all things sex. 
offering lots of ideas for spicing 
up your sex life, from raunchy role 
plays to steamy fantasies, Tracey 
shows how you and your partner 
can have the best sex of your lives 
and enjoy a new and invigorating 
intimacy.

$44.95   V2070

The Little Book of Pash
The ultimate mini-guide on  
how to expand your sensual and 
sexual horizons. Sexy, sassy  
pocket-sized fun!

$9.95   V3000

Boudoir
accessories
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Lelo is the world’s leading designer brand for intimate lifestyle products. Their range consists 
of the highest quality premium pleasure objects designed to enhance your most intimate 
moments. All Lelo products arrive in a stylish gift box with a full 1 Year Warranty and 10 Year 
Quality Guarantee.

Nea
delicate pleasure object with a 
powerful, yet almost silent purr. 
blending with the natural curves of 
the body, it’s designed for clitoral 
massage. rechargeable. Comes gift 
boxed with charger, manual, satin pouch 
and 1-year Lelo warranty.

$159.95  l2710

Soraya
an exquisite, premium  
pleasure object that evokes  
the most intimate of feelings. 
Soraya distinguishes herself 
through two powerful motors in 
each of her pleasure points and a  
flexible stimulator that adapts to 
the female form. rechargeable. 
Comes gift boxed with charger, 
manual, satin pouch and 1-year 
warranty. (Size is 6.5”).
$295.00  l2785

Gigi
Gigi™ 2 is the enhanced version of Lelo’s 
wildly popular G-spot vibrator, arguably 
the most positively reviewed ‘Pleasure 
object’ ever created. Featuring a signature 
flattened tip perfect for exploring this 
erogenous zone, it includes softer silicone, 
is fully-waterproof and features a 100% 
power increase. The 8 different vibration 
patterns will lead you on a merry waltz 
into ecstasy. (Size is 6.5”).

$199.95  l2720

Lelo
l u x e  p l e a s u r e  o b j e c t s

This high quality range of intimate pleasure objects are exquisite – super-quiet, made from  
100% soft and supple medical-grade silicone, they feature superior electronic motors for long 
lasting intensity, and are waterproof. All are multi-speed, phthalate-free and are designed to 
give the ultimate in pleasure. A unique feature is the ability to remove the silicone sleeve on all the 
non-rechargeable toys and use the vibrating love toy separately – it’s like getting two toys for the 
price of one! You can even change the silicone sleeve to suit your mood! All come with a 6 month 
warranty.

Levett Toys
l o V e  t o Y s  Y o u ’ l l  l o V e

Elite
Fully rechargeable G-spot pleasure 
object with five speed control unit. 
Comes complete with charger.  
(Size is 8”).

$99.95   l2815

Divine
The divine lives up to its name – it is a superb, 
compact toy with three intense vibration modes. 
Made from 100% medical-grade silicone, it is 
highly durable and feels sensational. The shaft 
has ridges for extra stimulation and provides 
both G-spot and clitoral stimulation. The bullet 
is removable, so you have two toys in one.  
(Size is 4”).

$44.95  l2830

Syn
exceptionally designed vibrating 
love toy with three speeds, G-spot 
and clitoral stimulation. The 
bullet can be removed and used 
separately or with the sleeve – so 
you have two toys in one!
(Size is 7.5”).

$49.95   l2825
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Pink Bullet
a hot pink metal bullet that can 
be used on any erogenous zone 
around your body. it has three 
intense vibration settings and is 
water-resistant. This is a great 
starter toy or a great addition to 
any love toy range and is a handy 
travel size. (Size is 3”).

$17.95  l2845

Minx
a smooth, velvet vibrating love 
toy with three intense speed 
vibration settings. Made from 
100% medical-grade silicone, it 
is durable and hard wearing.

The bullet can be removed and 
used separately or with the 
sleeve – so you have two toys in 
one! (Size is 5.5”).

$34.95  l2855

We-Vibe 4  
tHe uLtiMAte couPLes toY

The world’s no. 1 toy for couples is used during sex for 
extra stimulation to the clitoris and G-spot. Together 
you both share the vibe. it is very powerful, has 
multiple vibration modes, is fully waterproof, wirelessly 
remote controlled and comes with a wireless charger 
base that is also a storage case (perfect for travelling).

designed for dual stimulation and pleasure for both 
partners, it has 6 vibration modes and 10 levels of 
intensity, and is made from medical-grade silicone.  
is also eco-friendly.

$199.95  l1427

‘Turn me on’   
vibrating panties
Here’s a frisky piece of lingerie that’s guaranteed 
to turn both of you on! These seductive tie-side 
panties are made from the softest lace and the 
silkiest satin ribbon. However, these aren’t just 
any old sexy panties! Tucked inside a secret 
pocket is a 10 function wireless vibrating bullet 
that is operated by remote control from up to 
20 feet away (with back-lit screen). Think of the 
fun you’ll be able to have! Comes in gorgeous 
gift box.

$99.95  one size l0075

Black Velvet Egg
ultra-10 setting remote control wireless 
vibrating bullet egg. Waterproof. Comes 
with silky smooth feel egg and remote 
Led screen control. Fun for you and your 
partner!

$89.95  l4241

Love Bug Double Love Ring
Multi-speed clitoral stimulating vibrating double 
love ring with removable mini-bullet. This dual love 
toy is made from 100% medical-grade silicone and 
will stretch to comfortably fit any size. durable and 
water-resistant.

$34.95  l2820
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Best seller love toysLevett Toys
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Happy Rabbit
The ‘Happy rabbit’ G-Spot rechargeable toy offers intense 
pleasure in a luxury package. 

boasting 3 different motors, 5 vibrating functions and 
separate controls for an intensely pleasurable, tailor-
made orgasm. With a smooth, sleek finish and ergonomic 
silicone form, it is designed to deliver maximum 
stimulation and pleasure. 3 synchronised vibrating motors 
lie inside your ‘Happy rabbit’ vibrator to deliver incredible 
stimulation direct to your most sensitive spots. despite the 
power, it is almost silent when operating. Presented in a 
beautiful gift box and comes with a satin storage bag.  
(Size is 5.5”).

$195.00  l2149

Diamond Rabbit
diamonds used to be a girl’s best friend...
until we combined diamonds with mind-
blowing vibrations! This dual-action 
rotating vibe features three rows of 
spinning metallic pleasure beads and a 
powerful, vibrating clitoral stimulator.  
The soft, phthalate-free shaft is smooth 
and sleek, while beautiful diamond 
crystals playfully adorn the base of the 
shaft. (Size is 6”).

$124.95  sl2200

Pocket Rocket
experience intense vibrations and 
incredible textured stimulation with the 
Pocket rocket, a discreet clitoral vibrating 
love toy designed to please. With four 
heads to choose from, this mini pleasure 
rocket wil give you out-of-this-world 
orgasms.

$29.95  l1571

Silver Pleasure Balls
if you’re looking to train your vaginal muscles 
to deliver, these are what you need. also 
known as ‘ben-Wa balls’ they offer weighted 
pleasure that you can hold in your vagina 
during sex or even just to increase your 
sexual satisfaction, urinary control, and so 
much more. They’re a small size that’s perfect 
for just about everyone. There are a lot of 
ways that you can use these balls in your sex 
life, from function to fun times - you can even 
wear them out and about!

$29.95  l4006

Verve
Multi-function, vibrating rabbit love toy 
featuring metallic pleasure beads and intense 
clitoral stimulator. a proven performer and one 
of our most popular models. (Size is 6”).

$99.00  l2147
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Smart Balls
Velvety and sleek double silicone balls designed to get your pelvic muscles in great shape. 
inserted vaginally, Smart balls will move or rest on the pelvic floor muscles giving you a 
fantastic ‘inner’ workout. all you have to do is pop them inside and the Smart balls and your 
body will do the rest. For women with bladder weakness post-birth, this is a ‘must have’ 
product. Plus, the tighter your muscles, the better your orgasms will be.  
endorsed by midwives.

$39.95  l4000



Double Action Love Ring
Spice your love life up with this double 
action vibrating couples love ring. 
Waterproof with clitoral stimulator and 
two removable bullets.

 $64.95  l7140

Mood Male Pleaser
Great for a solo session, or to add 
to play time with your partner. 
The Mood Male Pleaser is a soft, 
stretchy stroker with ribbed internal 
texture for added sensation and 
pleasure. recommended to be 
used with a lubricant.

$34.95  l7150

Butterfly Double  
Love Ring
a soft, stretchable vibrating love ring that has 
a removable vibrating bullet for multi-speed 
clitoral stimulation. Made from silicone.

 $39.95  l7025

C-Ring (Black )
This love ring with vibrating bullet not only prolongs 
the man’s performance and intensifies his erection, 
it also gives fantastic clitoral stimulation. This ring 
allows you and your partner to enjoy each other even 
more. Feels soft to the touch. 

 $49.95  l7230

Splash Toy Cleaner
anti-bacterial toy cleaner that contains eucalyptus essential oil 
which is a natural anti-bacterial defence and is environmentally 
friendly. Safe on all plastic, rubbers, jellies and silicone.

$14.95  n8030
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Adam & Eve Lube
Condom compatible water-based lubricant which features an 
extra thick lubricating formula to aid sensation. it won’t stain, 
is non-greasy and non-sticky. Comes in a convenient,  
spill-proof pump to deliver the perfect amount...

$19.95  n4021

JO H20 Warming Lube
Jo Warming Lube adds a touch of warmth to your 
sensual experience. it’s long-lasting, silky smooth, 
washes off easily and is 100% latex safe. it is non-
allergenic and formulated with Vitamin e to leave 
you feeling silky and smooth. 60 ml.

$25.95  n3101

JO Women Pemium Silicone Lube
Jo Women Premium Lube is silicone-based and is formulated 
specifically for womens’ sensual sensitivities. 60ml.
•   Long lasting, odor and fragrance-free 
•   Silky smooth, not oily, sticky or tacky
•   Highest grade vegetable-derived glycerin
•   Waterproof – great for use in the shower or bath
•   100% latex safe

$37.95  n3102
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JO 2 to Tango
Jo 2 to Tango is the ultimate pleasure kit for 
couples. For Men is a water-based lubricant 
providing increased intensity and exhilaration.  
For WoMen is a silicone lubricant to heighten 
sensation. 2 x 75ml bottles. 

$39.95  n4019

Lubricants Stimulants

JO 12 Volt
an exciting edition to the world-leading ‘Jo’ range.  
Jo 12 Volt is a powerful clitoral serum that produces a unique, 
vibrating sensation. Formulated to increase sexual pleasure 
in women by providing an electric, tingling sensation – the 
sensation is likened to a vibrating toy in liquid form! 

Jo 12 Volt consists of a proprietary blend of all-natural, arousal 
botanicals guaranteed to amplify your sensual pleasure like no 
other. There are no harsh preservatives or additives and only the 
tiniest drop is needed for amazing results. 5ml. 

$29.95  n4025

O Balm
a chic, warming sexual stimulant balm. Stylish, easy to store 
and comes in a discreet case. open the lid to an arousing 
cinnamon fragrance, apply to your intimate areas and ignite 
your screaming o. Can be used by women and men.

$24.95  n4110

JO products are all about heightening your sensual pleasures, allowing you to feel and 
experience things in a new fresh and exciting way. JO products are formulated with the 
individual in mind, to address a variety of specific needs and tastes. They are produced using 
the finest available ingredients.



®

the PAsH Promise - our Guarantee
at PaSH we pride ourselves on delivering quality products 
and superior customer service, which is supported by the 
PaSH Promise. Your satisfaction is important to us. Please 
choose carefully as due to the personal nature of our 
products, we are unable to accept returns on products if 
you change your mind; we will only replace items which 
are found to be faulty or a different size is required. 
returned products must be unused, unworn, in original 
packaging and in original, saleable condition, unless the 
product is faulty.

if your product is found to be faulty, we offer a 14 day 
replacement guarantee from the date your order is 
received. any faulty product will be replaced with an 
identical working product. 

Your order
PaSH aims to send all orders out as quickly as possible 
after they have been submitted to PaSH. However, there 
may be occasions when an order is sent out before all 
items are in stock. any items that are on back order 
are sent directly to the customer who has ordered 
it, regardless of the original delivery address, so it is 
important that all details are given to the consultant 
including contact number, address and email address.   
if items are no longer available or sold out, an alternative 
will be offered and sent out. 

Disclaimer
PaSH does not accept responsibility for delays in delivery due to unforeseen 
circumstances or circumstances beyond our control. all colours of products 
are reproduced as accurately as possible; however, variations may occur in 
product specifications, including colour and size. it is the responsibility of the 
purchaser to verify the suitability and nature of use of any products or items 
contained within this catalogue. PaSH does not take any responsibility for how 
the products or information contained in this catalogue are used. We reserve 
the right to verify orders, and confirm that credit card details supplied are bona 
fide. We also reserve the right to cancel any order and refund monies paid. 
Copyright © PaSH 2014. all rights reserved. no part of this publication may be 
reproduced, sorted in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form, or by any 
means, without the prior written consent of the copyright owner. 

 Contact Us 

email info@pashparties.com.au

Phone 1300 00 PaSH(7274)

Web www.pashaustralia.com.au
 www.facebook.com/pashaustralia

 Returns Procedure
return items to PASH, c/- CALM, 407 Victoria St, 
Wetherill Park, NSW 2164. 

Please include:

 · Proof of purchase (copy of your picking  
  slip or invoice number).

 · include ‘returns/exchange Form’ sent  
          with the order.

     · reason why you are returning the product.

 · name, daytime contact number/email  
  address and return street address.

For queries on returns, please contact PASH  
on 1300 00 7274 or info@pashparties.com.au

 Size Guide (in cm)
sizes Bust wAist HiP cuP size Dress size

sMALL 85-92 65-72 90-95 a-b 8-10

MeDiuM 90-97 70-77 93-98 b-C 10-12

LArge 95-102 75-82 96-101 C-d 12-14

XL 100-107 80-87 99-104 d 14-16

2XL 105-112 85-92 103-108 d-dd 16-18

3XL 110-117 90-97 107-112 dd 18-20

s/M 88-97 68-77 91-98 a-C 8-12

M/L 93-102 73-82 94-101 b-C 12-14

One size 88-102 68-82 91-101 a-C 8-14

Your PASH Consultant


